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Chapter 3 
True Lies 
 
At a press briefing two weeks following the terrorist attacks of 

September 11, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld had an exchange 
with a reporter that deserves to be quoted in some detail. In the context of 
the "war on terrorism," a reporter asked, "Will there be any circumstances, 
as you prosecute this campaign, in which anyone in the Department of 
Defense will be authorized to lie to the news media in order to increase 
the chances of success of a military operation or gain some other 
advantage over your adversaries?" Rumsfeld replied: 

 
Of course, this conjures up Winston Churchill's famous phrase when 

he said—don't quote me on this, OK. I don't want to be quoted on this, so 
don't quote me—he said, sometimes the truth is so precious it must be 
accompanied by a bodyguard of lies, talking about the invasion date and 
the invasion location, and indeed, they engaged not just in not talking 
about the date of the Normandy invasion or the location, whether it was to 
be Normandy Beach or just north off of Belgium, they actually engaged in 
a plan to confuse the Germans as to where it would happen. And they 
had a fake army under General Patton, and one thing and another. 

That is a piece of history. And I bring it up just for the sake of 
background. 

The answer to your question is no. I cannot imagine a situation. I 
don't recall that I've ever lied to the press. I don't intend to. And it seems 
to me that there will not be reason for it. There are dozens of ways to 
avoid having to put yourself in a position where you're lying. And I don't 
do it. And [Victoria Clarke] won't do it. And Admiral Quigley won't do it. 

Reporter: That goes for everybody in the Department of Defense? 
Rumsfeld: You've got to be kidding. (Laughter.)1

 
A few months later, the New York Times reported that a new group 

within the Pentagon, the Office of Strategic Influence (OSI), was 
"developing plans to provide news items, possibly even false ones, to 
foreign media organizations." Headed by Brigadier General Simon P. 
Worden, the OSI had a multimillion-dollar budget and "has begun 
circulating classified proposals calling for aggressive campaigns that use 
not only the foreign media and the Internet, but also covert operations," 
the Times stated. "General Worden envisions a broad mission ranging 
from 'black' campaigns that use disinformation and other covert activities 
to 'white' public affairs that rely on truthful news releases, Pentagon 
officials said. 'It goes from the blackest of black programs to the whitest of 
white,' a senior Pentagon official said."2

The proposal was controversial even within the military, where critics 
worried that it would undermine the Pentagon's credibility and blur the 
boundaries between covert operations and public relations. Moreover, 
disinformation planted in foreign media organizations could end up being 
published and broadcast to U.S. audiences. The Times report sparked an 



uproar in Congress and led to outraged newspaper editorials. Within a 
week, the White House closed down the OSI, disavowing any intent to 
ever use disinformation. Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld claimed that 
he had "never even seen the charter for the office," even though the OSI's 
assistant for operations said otherwise.3

In fact, Rumsfeld seemed to care quite a bit about preserving the 
functions of an office whose charter he claimed never to have seen. Nine 
months later, he made the following remark during an airplane flight to 
Chile: "And then there was the Office of Strategic Influence. You may 
recall that. And 'Oh, my goodness gracious, isn't that terrible, Henny 
Penny, the sky is going to fall.' I went down that next day and said fine, if 
you want to savage this thing, fine, I'll give you the corpse. There's the 
name. You can have the name, but I'm going to keep doing every single 
thing that needs to be done, and I have."4

 
The Mother of All Lies 
 
The blurring of boundaries between truth and myth certainly did not 

begin with the current Bush administration. Disinformation has been a part 
of war since at least the days of Alexander the Great, who planted large 
breastplates of armor in the wake of his retreating troops to convince the 
enemy that his soldiers were giants. The story of Alexander's little trick is 
usually taught in the first day of class for soldiers who receive training in 
psychological operations (often contracted as "psyops"). 

A 1998 U.S. Air Force document titled Information Operations states, 
"Information operations apply across the range of military operations, from 
peace to all-out conflict. ... It is important to stress that information warfare 
is a construct that operates across the spectrum, from peace to war, to 
allow the effective execution of Air Force responsibilities. . . . The execu-
tion of information operations in air, space, and cyberspace cross the 
spectrum of conflict." (Note the doublespeak involved in classifying 
"peace" as a "military operation.") 

Information Operations includes sections titled "psychological 
operations," "electronic warfare," "information attack," "coun-terdeception" 
and "military deception." In today's world, it states, "There is a growing 
information infrastructure that transcends industry, the media, and the 
military and includes both government and nongovernment entities. It is 
characterized by a merging of civilian and military information networks 
and technologies. ... In reality, a news broadcast, a diplomatic commu-
nique, and a military message ordering the execution of an operation all 
depend on the [global information infrastructure]." In this environment, 
psyops "are designed to convey selected information and indicators to 
foreign leaders and audiences to influence their emotions, motives, 
objective reasoning, and ultimately their behavior," while "military 
deception misleads adversaries, causing them to act in accordance with 
the originator's objectives." Indeed, it says, quoting Chinese military 
strategist Sun Tzu, "All warfare is based on deception."5

 
Babies from Incubators 
 
A story of "babies torn from incubators" by Iraqi soldiers helped build 

public support for the first U.S. war in the Persian Gulf. The story was 
widely believed at the time of its telling and was not discredited until after 



the war ended. Since then, journalists and human rights organizations 
have investigated and concluded that the story was false. The episode 
has become infamous within the PR community itself, yet many members 
of the general public still believe that the story is true. 

Following the August 2, 1990, invasion of Kuwait by Iraq, the United 
States needed to do a quick about-face. By then, Hussein had been a 
U.S. ally for nearly a decade, notwithstanding condemnations from 
international human rights groups. 

Hill & Knowlton, then the world's largest PR firm, served as 
mastermind for a massive PR campaign to persuade Americans that they 
should support a war to reclaim the country from Iraq.6 Much of the money 
for the pro-war marketing campaign came from the government-in-exile of 
Kuwait itself, which signed a contract with H&K nine days after Saddam's 
army marched into Kuwait. Hill & Knowlton created Citizens for a Free 
Kuwait, a classic PR front group designed to hide the campaign's 
sponsorship by the Kuwaiti government and its collusion with the Bush 
administration. Over the next six months, the Kuwaiti government 
channeled $11.9 million to Citizens for a Free Kuwait, whose only other 
funding totalled $17,861 from 78 individuals. Virtually all of the group's 
budget—$10.8 million —went to Hill & Knowlton in the form of fees.7

Documents filed with the U.S. Department of Justice showed that 119 
H&K executives in 12 offices across the U.S. were overseeing the Kuwait 
account. The PR firm arranged media interviews for visiting Kuwaitis, 
organized a "National Free Kuwait Day" and other public rallies, distributed 
news releases and information kits, and assisted in the distribution to 
influential journalists and U.S. troops of more than 200,000 copies of a 
quickie 154-page book about Iraqi atrocities titled The Rape of Kuwait.8 
The scale of the Hill & Knowlton campaign awed even O'Dwyer's PR 
Services Report, one of the public relations industry's leading trade 
publications. Publisher Jack O'Dwyer wrote that Hill & Knowlton "has 
assumed a role in world affairs unprecedented for a PR firm. H&K has em-
ployed a stunning variety of opinion-forming devices and techniques to 
help keep US opinion on the side of the Kuwaitis. . . The techniques range 
from full-scale press conferences showing torture and other abuses by the 
Iraqis to the distribution of tens of thousands of Free Kuwait' T-shirts and 
bumper stickers at college campuses across the US."9

Every big media event needs what journalists and flacks alike refer to 
as "the hook." An ideal hook becomes the central element of a story that 
makes it newsworthy, evokes a strong emotional response and sticks in 
the memory. For the Kuwaiti campaign, the hook came on October 10, 
1990, when the Congressional Human Rights Caucus held a hearing on 
Capitol Hill that provided the first opportunity for formal presentations of 
Iraqi human rights violations. Outwardly, the hearing resembled an official 
congressional proceeding, but appearances were deceiving. Although the 
Human Rights Caucus was chaired by Congressmen Tom Lantos and 
John Porter, it was not an official congressional committee. Only a few 
observers noticed the significance of this detail. One of them was John 
MacArthur, author of The Second Front, which remains the best book 
written about the manipulation of the news media during the first Gulf War. 
"The Human Rights Caucus is not a committee of Congress, and therefore 
it is unencumbered by the legal accouterments that would make a witness 
hesitate before he or she lied," MacArthur observed. "Lying under oath in 



front of a congressional committee is a crime; lying from under the cover 
of anonymity to a caucus is merely public relations."10

The most emotionally moving testimony on October 10 came from a 
15-year-old Kuwaiti girl, identified only by her first name, Nayirah. 
According to the Caucus, Nayirah's full name, as kept confidential to 
prevent Iraqi reprisals against her family in occupied Kuwait. Sobbing, she 
described what she had seen with her own eyes in a hospital in Kuwait 
City. Her written testimony was passed out in a media kit prepared by 
Citizens for a Free Kuwait. "I volunteered at the al-Addan hospital," 
Nayirah said. "While I was there, I saw the Iraqi soldiers come into the 
hospital with guns, and go into the room where . . . babies were in 
incubators. They took the babies out of the incubators, took the 
incubators, and left the babies on the cold floor to die." She went on to 
claim that this had happened to "hundreds" of babies." 

Three months passed between Nayirah's testimony and the start of the 
war. During those months, the story of babies torn from their incubators 
was repeated over and over. President Bush told the story. It was recited 
as fact in congressional testimony, on TV and radio talk shows, and at the 
U.N. Security Council. Amnesty International repeated the claim in a 
December 1990 human rights report, stating that "over 300 premature 
babies were reported to have died after Iraqi soldiers removed them from 
incubators, which were then looted."12

"Of all the accusations made against the dictator," MacArthur 
observed, "none had more impact on American public opinion than the 
one about Iraqi soldiers removing 312 babies from their incubators and 
leaving them to die on the cold hospital floors of Kuwait City."13

At the Human Rights Caucus, however, Hill & Knowlton and 
Congressman Lantos had failed to reveal that Nayirah was a member of 
the Kuwaiti Royal Family. Her father, in fact, was Saud Nasir al-Sabah, 
Kuwait's ambassador to the U.S., who sat listening in the hearing room 
during her testimony. The Caucus also failed to reveal that Hill & Knowlton 
vice president Lauri Fitz-Pegado had coached Nayirah's testimony.14

Following the war, human rights investigators attempted to confirm 
Nayirah's story and could find no witnesses or other evidence to support it.  
John Martin of ABC World News Tonight visited the al-Addan hospital and 
interviewed Dr. Mohammed Matar, director of Kuwait's primary health care 
system, and his wife, Dr. Fayeza Youssef, who ran the obstetrics unit at 
the maternity hospital. Nayirah's charges, they said, were false. In reality, 
there were only a handful of incubators in all of Kuwait, certainly not the 
"hundreds" that Nayirah had claimed, and no one had seen Iraqi troops 
yanking babies from incubators. "I think it was just something for 
propaganda," Matar said.15

Martin's reporting prompted a separate investigation by Amnesty 
International, which had accepted the "babies torn from incubators" story 
at the time Nayirah gave her testimony. Amnesty International's 
investigators found "no reliable evidence" for the story and retracted their 
earlier report.16 "We became convinced . . . that the story about babies 
dying in this way did not happen on the scale that was initially reported, if, 
indeed, it happened at all," said an Amnesty International spokesman.17

Middle East Watch, another human rights organization, also 
investigated the story and concluded that it was a hoax. Middle East 
Watch associate director Aziz Abu-Hamad, who led a three-week 
investigation in Kuwait following the war, stated, "Middle East Watch's own 



extensive research found no evidence to support the charge. After the 
liberation of Kuwait, we visited all Kuwaiti hospitals where such incidents 
were reported to have taken place. We interviewed doctors, nurses and 
administrators and checked hospital records. We also visited cemeteries 
and examined their registries. While we did find ample evidence of Iraqi 
atrocities in Kuwait, we found no evidence to support the charge that Iraqi 
soldiers pulled babies out of incubators and left them to die. Kuwaiti 
government witnesses who during the Iraqi occupation asserted the 
veracity of the incubator story have either changed their stories or were 
discredited. The propagation of false accounts of atrocities does a deep 
disservice to the cause of human rights. It diverts attention from the real 
violations that were committed by Iraqi forces in Kuwait, including the 
killing of hundreds and the detention of thousands of Kuwait citizens and 
others, hundreds of whom are still missing.18

 
Serving a Higher Truth 
 
Why invent atrocity stories when Saddam Hussein's regime offered so 

many examples of true stories? There is no shortage of evidence that he 
was a brutal dictator responsible for the torture and death of thousands —
in fact, hundreds of thousands— of innocent people. 

One explanation might be that stories about "baby killers" are a staple 
of war propaganda. During the First World War, for example, the French 
and British spread stories (never documented or corroborated) claiming 
that German soldiers had bayoneted a two-year-old child and "chopped off 
the arms of a baby that clung to its mother's skirts" —a story that was 
embellished further when a French newspaper published a drawing 
depicting German soldiers eating the hands.19

If U.S. war planners wanted to hang the label of "baby killer" around 
Saddam's neck, though, they could have done it honestly. Women and 
children accounted for 75 percent of the estimated 5,000 people killed 
when he gassed his own citizens — Iraqi Kurds in the village of Halabja in 
1988. The problem was that the Halabja incident and other uses of 
chemical weapons occurred while Iraq was receiving military and 
economic support from the United States. "By any measure, the American 
record on Halabja is shameful," said Joost R. Hiltermann of Human Rights 
Watch, which extensively investigated the Halabja incident. In fact, the 
U.S. State Department even "instructed its diplomats to say that Iran was 
partly to blame. The result of this stunning act of sophistry was that the 
international community failed to muster the will to condemn Iraq strongly 
for an act as heinous as the terrorist strike on the World Trade Center."20

During the buildup to war in 1990, the Halabja atrocity and the State 
Department's acquiescence were so recent that it would have been 
difficult for the first Bush administration to persuade anyone that its moral 
outrage was sincere. Telling the truth would have raised too many 
awkward questions. The pro-war camp wanted to tell the truth about the 
nature of Saddam Hussein's regime, but to protect itself from the full 
consequences of that truth, it needed what Churchill or Rumsfeld would 
call a "bodyguard of lies." 

During the buildup to Operation Desert Storm, therefore, the first Bush 
administration avoided mentioning the Halabja incident, and reporters 
seldom mentioned it either. A search of the LexisNexis news database 
shows that Halabja was mentioned in 188 news stories in the United 



States in 1988 (the year that the incident occurred). It was rarely 
mentioned, however, in subsequent years —20 stories in 1989, and only 
29 in 1990, the year that Saddam invaded Kuwait. Between the invasion 
of Kuwait on August 2, 1990, and the end of Operation Desert Storm on 
February 27, 1991, Halabja received only 39 mentions. During the 
following decade, it barely averaged 16 mentions per year. During the 
presidential election year 2000, it got only 10 mentions. The story didn't 
really begin to circulate again in the U.S. media until September 2002, 
when the George W. Bush administration began its public push for war 
with Iraq. After that, mentions began to increase sharply. The Halabja 
incident was mentioned 57 times in the month of February 2003 alone. In 
March, the month that the war began, it was mentioned 145 times. By 
then, nearly 15 years had passed, memories had faded, and it was safe to 
talk about Saddam's gassing of Iraqi citizens. Only a few of the journalists 
who wrote about Halabja in 2002 and 2003 bothered to mention that Sad-
dam committed his worst atrocities while the president's father was 
showering him with financial aid. 

The pattern was quite different with regard to Nayirah's story of 
"babies pulled from incubators." According to the same LexisNexis 
database, the babies-from-incubators story received 138 mentions during 
the seven months between the invasion of Kuwait and the end of 
Operation Desert Storm. Shortly after the war ended, journalists began 
debunking the original version when they visited Kuwaiti hospitals and 
were told by hospital personnel that the story was a fabrication. After 
1992, the story disappeared almost entirely, averaging fewer than ten 
mentions per year for the next decade. However, the babies-from-incuba-
tors story did resurface briefly in December 2002, when HBO television 
premiered a "based on a true story" docudrama titled "Live From 
Baghdad," which recounted the adventures of Peter Arnett and other CNN 
reporters during Operation Desert Storm. "Live From Baghdad" included 
actual footage of Nayirah delivering her false testimony and left viewers 
with the impression that the story was true. In response to complaints 
generated by the media-watch organization FAIR, HBO added a 
disclaimer at the end of the credits, which admits that "allegations of Iraqi 
soldiers taking babies from incubators . . . were never substantiated."21 Of 
course, that disclaimer was noticed only by those few viewers who read all 
the credits. Prior to the addition of the disclaimer, Washington Post TV 
critic Tom Shales reviewed "Live From Baghdad" and wrote, "The horror 
wreaked on Kuwait is brought back vividly during a sequence in which 
[CNN producer Robert] Wiener and his team travel to Kuwait to investigate 
allegations that Iraqi troops had ripped babies out of incubators as part of 
their plundering—remember?"22

It may be unfair to single out Shales for his part in "remembering" an 
incident that never happened. Nayirah's tale of the incubators is simply 
one more illustration of the principle, long understood by propagandists, 
that a lie which is repeated often enough becomes widely accepted as 
truth. 

 
Bullet Points 
 
In an October 2002 opinion poll by the Pew Research Center for the 

People and the Press, 66 percent of Americans said that they believed 
Saddam Hussein was involved in the September 11 attacks on the United 



States, while 79 percent believed that Iraq already possessed, or was 
close to possessing, nuclear weapons. The same poll looked at why many 
people supported war and found that the main reason was their belief that 
it would reduce the threat of terrorism. The principal reason cited by 25 
percent of war supporters related to their perceptions of Hussein or the 
nature of his regime (he's "evil," a "madman," "represses his own people"). 
However, more than twice that number—60 percent—gave a reason 
related to their concerns stemming from 9/11 (getting rid of weapons of 
mass destruction, preventing future terrorism).23

In January 2003, Knight Ridder Newspapers conducted its own, 
separate opinion poll. "Two-thirds of the respondents said they thought 
they had a good grasp of the issues surrounding the Iraqi crisis, but closer 
questioning revealed large gaps in that knowledge," it reported. "For 
instance, half of those surveyed said one or more of the Sept. 11 terrorist 
hijackers were Iraqi citizens. In fact, none was." Moreover, "The informed 
public is considerably less hawkish about war with Iraq than the public as 
a whole. Those who show themselves to be most knowledgeable about 
the Iraq situation are significantly less likely to support military action, 
either to remove Saddam from power or to disarm Iraq."24

This gap between reality and public opinion was not an accident. If the 
public had possessed a more accurate understanding of the facts, more 
people would probably have seen a "pre-emptive" war with Iraq as unwise 
and unwarranted. The public's erroneous beliefs developed much the 
same way that the babies-from-incubators story came to be accepted as 
truth: through a steady drumbeat of allegations and insinuations from the 
Bush administration, pro-war think tanks and commentators—statements 
that were, as we shall see, often false or misleading and whose purpose 
was to create the impression that Iraq posed an imminent peril. 

 
Baghdad's Bombs 
 
Of all the Bush administration's arguments in support of war with Iraq, 

the strongest was its claim that Iraq possessed or might acquire weapons 
of mass destruction. Iraq did indeed possess chemical and biological 
weapons at the time of Operation Desert Storm (many of them supplied by 
the United States and other Western nations), and it had used chemical 
weapons in genocidal attacks on its own people as well as the people of 
Iran.25 Saddam Hussein also had attempted to develop nuclear 
weapons.26 International pressure following Desert Storm forced the 
destruction of many weapons in the Iraqi arsenal, but the regime failed to 
document their complete destruction, so it was certainly possible that 
some remained.27

One of the striking ironies of the debate over Iraq is that Saddam 
Hussein's own propaganda may have helped reinforce perceptions that it 
posed an imminent threat. As twentieth-century French playwright Jean 
Anouilh once observed, "Propaganda is a soft weapon; hold it in your 
hands too long, and it will move about like a snake, and strike the other 
way." Following Iraq's defeat at the end of Desert Storm, many of its 
banned weapons were dismantled, says Washington Post reporter Barton 
Gellman, who has reported extensively on the activities of the United 
Nations Special Commission (UNSCOM) and its investigations into Iraqi 
weapons. However, this happened not because Saddam's character 
suddenly improved but because he wanted to create the appearance of 



compliance so that he could preserve the wherewithal to produce similar 
weapons in the future. "They had used chemical weapons extensively in 
the Iran-Iraq War, so they couldn't say they didn't have that program," 
Gellman said. "They decided to sacrifice their oldest and least 
sophisticated chemical weapons. They were available in quantity to do so. 
They made a great show of bringing these to UNSCOM. UNSCOM laid 
dynamite across them and blew them up and buried them in pits and 
everyone felt they were making great progress. But they were also 
carefully culling their files to make sure that the advanced binary chemical 
weapons, that the entire existence of a biological program, that some of 
their missile facilities, and the existence of any nuclear weapons program 
at all, were carefully hidden."28

In 1995, however, Iraq's man in charge of its advanced weapons 
programs—Hussein Kamel, Saddam's son-in-law-defected to Jordan, 
carrying insider information that shocked weapons inspectors and led to 
much more stringent enforcement actions. At that point, Gellman says, 
"Iraq had a big problem on its hands, because it needed a new 
explanation for all this. And the explanation they hit upon was: 'We are 
shocked, shocked, to discover that under our very noses, Kamel all this 
time has been hiding all kinds of weapons and documentation. We've 
discovered it on his chicken farm, and here it is. You may have it all.' And 
they deliver to UNSCOM one million pages of newly-declared documents, 
which show a lot of biological weapons programs, which show a lot more 
chemical weapons programs, which show material shortfalls, which show 
missile stuff, which show nuclear stuff."29

During the buildup to war, Kamel's defection was cited repeatedly by 
President Bush and other administration officials as evidence that Iraq had 
not disarmed and that inspections were not working. "It took four years for 
Iraq to finally admit that it had produced four tons of the deadly nerve 
agent, VX," said Colin Powell in his February 5, 2003, presentation to the 
U.N. Security Council. "The admission only came out after inspectors 
collected documentation as a result of the defection of Hussein Kamel." 
Vice President Dick Cheney said that Kamel's story "should serve as a 
reminder to all that we often learned more as the result of defections than 
we learned from the inspection regime itself." 

This was all true, as far as it went, but there was just one problem. 
Kamel had also told interrogators that Iraq's actual weapons were all 
destroyed shortly after the end of the first Gulf War. On March 3, 2003, 
Newsweek magazine's John Barry reported obtaining a transcript of 
Kamel's interrogation by UNSCOM investigator Nikita Smidovich and 
Maurizio Zif-ferero of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), in 
which Kamel told inspectors that "after the Gulf War, Iraq destroyed all its 
chemical and biological weapons stocks and the missiles to deliver them." 
All that remained, he said, were "hidden blueprints, computer disks, 
microfiches" and production molds. The weapons were destroyed secretly 
to hide their existence from inspectors, in the hopes of someday resuming 
production after inspections had finished. The CIA and British MI6 were 
told the same story, Barry reported, and "a military aide who defected with 
Kamel. . . backed Kamel's assertions about the destruction of WMD 
stocks."30 The following excerpt from the transcript tells the story: 

 
SMIDOVICH (with regard to biological weapons): Were weapons and 

agents destroyed? 



KAMEL: Nothing remained. 
SMIDOVICH: Was it before or after inspections started? 
KAMEL: After visits of inspection teams. You have important role in 
Iraq with this. You should not underestimate yourself. You are very 
effective in Iraq. . . . 
 
Smidovich asked about Iraq's VX chemical weapons program. 
 
KAMEL: They put it in bombs during last days of the Iran-Iraq war. 

They were not used and the program was terminated.  During the Gulf 
War (Operation Desert Storm), there was no intention to use chemical 
weapons as the Allied force was overwhelming. . . . We gave instructions 
not to produce chemical weapons. I don't remember resumption of chemi-
cal weapon production before the Gulf War. Maybe it was only minimal 
production and filling. But there was no decision to use chemical weapons 
for fear of retaliation. They realized that if chemical weapons were used, 
retaliation would be nuclear. ... All chemical weapons were destroyed. I or-
dered destruction of all chemical weapons. All weapons— biological, 
chemical, missile, nuclear—were destroyed.31

 
Of course, defectors from Iraq cannot be counted on to be 100 percent 

truthful, but nevertheless the gap is striking between what Kamel actually 
said and the way Bush administration officials described his revelations to 
the public. Moreover, Kamel's defection led to intensified efforts to find and 
destroy remaining components of Iraq's weapons program. Given the 
regime's prior history of concealing and destroying information, it is 
impossible to know with certainty whether the weapons were all destroyed 
by the time UNSCOM inspectors left Iraq in 1998. Individual inspectors 
have themselves reached differing conclusions. Scott Ritter, an UNSCOM 
inspector who resigned to protest what he regarded as inadequate 
enforcement, later came to believe that inspections had been successful 
in eliminating most of the weapons. His assessment, published in the 
Boston Globe in July 2002, was as follows: 

 
While we were never able to provide 100 percent certainty regarding 

the disposition of Iraq's proscribed weaponry, we did ascertain a 90 to 95 
percent level of verified disarmament. This figure takes into account the 
destruction or dismantling of every major factory associated with 
prohibited weapons manufacture, all significant items of production 
equipment, and the majority of the weapons and agent produced by Iraq. 

With the exception of mustard agent, all chemical agent produced by 
Iraq prior to 1990 would have degraded within five years. . . . The same 
holds true for biological agent, which would have been neutralized 
through natural processes within three years of manufacture. Effective 
monitoring inspections, fully implemented from 1994-1998 without any 
significant obstruction from Iraq, never once detected any evidence of 
retained proscribed activity or effort by Iraq to reconstitute that capability 
which had been eliminated through inspections. In direct contrast to these 
findings, the Bush administration provides only speculation, failing to 
detail any factually based information to bolster its claims concerning 
Iraq's continued possession of or ongoing efforts to acquire weapons of 
mass destruction. To date no one has held the Bush administration 
accountable for its unwillingness —or inability—to provide such 
evidence.32

 



It should be noted that Ritter's perspective was controversial and 
differed from the assessment of several other weapons inspectors. The 
test of whether Iraq possessed chemical and biological weapons worth 
righting a war over will ultimately depend on what is actually found as U.S. 
troops comb through the country. With regard to nuclear weapons, 
however, the evidence is already fairly clear that the Bush administration 
has engaged in selective interpretation and distortions of the known 
record. 

Here too, no one disputes that Saddam desired nuclear weapons and 
made active attempts to develop them prior to the first Gulf War. The war 
and its aftermath, however, led to the destruction of whatever facilities he 
did have along with subsequent weapons inspections making it difficult for 
him to restart the program. (It is considerably harder to conceal a nuclear 
weapons program than it is to conceal efforts to develop chemical and 
biological weapons.) Distortions from the Bush administration include the 
following: 

 
*  On September 7, 2002, Bush cited a report by the International 

Atomic Energy Agency that he said proved that the Iraqis were on the 
brink of developing nuclear weapons. "I would remind you that when the 
inspectors first went into Iraq and were denied, finally denied access, a 
report came out of the Atomic — the IAEA—that they were six months 
away from developing a weapon," he said. "I don't know what more 
evidence we need."35 Actually, no such report existed. The IAEA did issue 
a report in 1998, around the time weapons inspectors were denied access 
to Iraq, but what it said was, "Based on all credible information to date, the 
IAEA has found no indication of Iraq having achieved its program goal of 
producing nuclear weapons or of Iraq having retained a physical capability 
for the production of weapon-useable nuclear material or having 
clandestinely obtained such material." Responding to the Bush speech, 
IAEA chief spokesman Mark Gwozdecky said, "There's never been a 
report like that issued from this agency."34

*     In his September 12, 2002, address to the United Nations, Bush 
spoke ominously of Iraq's "continued appetite" for nuclear bombs, pointing 
to the regime's purchase of thousands of high-strength aluminum tubes, 
which he said were "used to enrich uranium for nuclear weapons."35 In 
fact, the IAEA said in a January 2003 assessment, the size of the tubes 
made them ill-suited for uranium enrichment, but they were identical to 
tubes that Iraq had used previously to make conventional artillery 
rockets.36 Nevertheless, Colin Powell repeated the aluminum-tubes charge 
in his speech to the U.N. on February 5, 2003. 

*     In an October 7, 2002, speech to the nation, Bush warned that Iraq 
has a growing fleet of unmanned aircraft that could be fitted with chemical 
or biological weapons and used "for missions targeting the United States." 
Actually, the aircraft lacked the range to reach the United States.37

*     In the same speech, Bush also stated that in 1998, "information 
from a high-ranking Iraqi nuclear engineer who had defected revealed that 
despite his public promises, Saddam Hussein had ordered his nuclear 
program to continue."38 Bush's statement implied that this information was 
current as of 1998. In fact, the nuclear defector to whom he referred was 
Khidhir Hamza, who had actually retired from Iraq's nuclear program in 
1991 and fled the country in 1995.39 Bush also neglected to note that Hus-
sein Kamel, whose earlier defection and debriefing by UNSCOM 



investigators is described previously, told investigators during the same 
interview that he regarded Hamza as a "professional liar."40

* Finally, in Bush's Spring 2003 State of the Union speech, he cited 
alleged documents showing that Iraq had attempted to buy 500 tons of 
uranium from the country of Niger. However, officials of the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) looked at the documents and concluded 
that they were crude fakes. A team of forensics experts examined the 
documents and agreed unanimously.41 Congressman Henry Waxman 
(D—California), who voted in favor of Bush's war initiative, was disturbed 
by these disclosures and expressed concern in a letter to the White House 
in which he noted that the CIA had already warned in 2001 that the 
documents were fakes. "These facts raise troubling questions," Waxman 
wrote. "It appears that at the same time you, Secretary Rumsfeld, and 
State Department officials were citing Iraq's efforts to obtain uranium from 
Africa as a crucial part of the case against Iraq, U.S. intelligence officials 
regarded this very same evidence as unreliable. If true, this is deeply 
disturbing: it would mean that your Administration asked the U.N. Security 
Council, the Congress, and the American people to rely on information 
that your own experts knew was not credible."42  

 
The idea that Iraq's weapons of mass destruction posed an imminent 

threat also contrasts strangely with the Bush administration's low-key 
response to the news that North Korea had indeed developed nuclear 
weapons and possessed the means to fire them at the United States. 
"North Korea already has 100 missiles that have a range of 1,000 
kilometers," said U.S. senator Bob Graham (D-Florida) in an October 2002 
television interview. "They're working on a missile that would have range 
sufficient to reach the West Coast of the United States. They have two 
nuclear weapons today, and . . . they could start adding nuclear weapons. 
Conversely, Saddam Hussein, we have no reason to believe that he has 
nuclear weapons, although he is striving to secure them. And he has 
relatively limited, in range and number, methods of delivery of those. So, if 
you put the two, North Korea and Iraq, on the scales and ask the question, 
which today is the greater threat to the people of the United States of 
America, I would answer the question: North Korea."43 Graham, who 
chaired the Senate Intelligence Committee, was so baffled by the 
contradictory assessments of Iraq coming from different agencies that in 
July 2002 he asked the CIA to come up with a report on the likelihood that 
Saddam Hussein would use weapons of mass destruction. When asked 
this question directly, a senior CIA intelligence witness responded that the 
likelihood was "low" for the "foreseeable future."44 Like many of the 
analyses that conflicted with the drive for war, this statement from the CIA 
went largely unreported. 

 
Dropping the Bombshell 
 
The gap between rhetoric and reality about Iraq's weaponry became 

evident with the launch of war in March 2003. As U.S. forces blew past 
Iraq's military, U.S. and Kuwaiti officials spoke darkly about reports that 
Iraq had allegedly fired two banned Scud missiles at U.S. positions inside 
Kuwait. Neither missile produced any casualties, but hundreds of 
newspapers and other media reported ominously on the alleged Scud 
attack. "The very missiles Saddam Hussein fired at U.S. forces in Kuwait 



appear to have been the same weapons he either claimed not to possess 
or agreed to destroy," reported the Associated Press on March 21, 2003. 
"The first salvos were both a telling sign of Iraq's hidden weapons and a 
reminder that Saddam still has the capability of delivering chemical or 
biological warheads."45 This round of warnings ended when Kuwaiti and 
U.S. officials had to withdraw their claim that Scuds had been used.46  By 
war's end, Iraq had managed to fire only 20 missiles that landed outside 
its own borders. Most fell harmlessly into the Persian Gulf or the desert. 
Only one caused minor injuries, when it landed in front of a Kuwaiti 
shopping center.47  The total number of banned weapons used by Iraq 
during the entire war appears to be zero. 

As late as September 2002, a British report estimated that Iraq might 
possess up to 20 banned Scud missiles. If that estimate were true, it 
would have been less than one-fourth of the 88 Scuds that Iraq actually 
fired during Desert Storm. And even if Hussein still possessed Scuds, 
weapons specialist John Clearwater said, it was doubtful that they still 
functioned, noting that Iraqis have not been able to fire and test the 
missiles or obtain replacement parts for them for more than a decade. 
"These missiles have a short shelf life," said Clearwater, who has written 
three books on nuclear weapons and cruise missiles. "The longer you go 
without testing, the lower confidence you have in them."48

A hypothetical arsenal of 20 Scuds also pales in comparison with the 
number of real missiles that the United States launched directly into 
Baghdad on the first day of its "Shock and Awe" bombing campaign. 
British and U.S. forces began the war possessing 3,500 Tomahawk 
missiles. By the end of the war, they had fired 800 Tomahawks, more than 
14,000 precision-guided munitions and an unspecified number of cluster 
bombs.49

 
Iraq and Al Oaeda 
 
The idea of an alliance between Al Qaeda and Iraq was unlikely, since 

Osama bin Laden's hatred for the "infidel" regime of Saddam Hussein was 
long-standing and well known before September 11. Much of the public 
speculation about a link between Al Qaeda and Iraq was based on an 
alleged meeting between 9/11 hijacker Mohammed Atta and Iraqi 
intelligence officials that supposedly took place in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, between the dates of April 8 and 11, 2001. 

Reports of this meeting first came from Czech officials in October 
2001, during the period of intense speculation that followed the terrorist 
attacks. According to Czechoslovakia's interior minister, Atta had met with 
Ahmed Khalil Ibrahim Samir al-Ani, a second consul at the Iraqi Embassy. 
According to Czech intelligence, however, the factual basis for the story 
was thin from the beginning. Its sole source was a single Arab emigre, 
who came forward with the information only after 9/11, when photographs 
of Atta appeared in the local Prague press. As the New York Times 
reported in December 2001, the story may have been simply a case of 
mistaken identity, since al-Ani "had a business selling cars and met 
frequently with a used car dealer from Germany who bore a striking 
resemblance to Mr. Atta."50

The story was thoroughly investigated by the FBI in the United States. 
"We ran down literally hundreds of thousands of leads and checked every 
record we could get our hands on," FBI director Robert Mueller said in an 



April 2002 speech in San Francisco. The records revealed that Atta was in 
Virginia Beach, Virginia, in early April, during the time he supposedly met 
al-Ani in Prague.51

After conducting his own separate investigations, Czech president 
Vaclav Havel laid the story to rest. The Times reported in 2002 that Havel 
"has quietly told the White House he has concluded that there is no 
evidence to confirm earlier reports that Mohammed Atta, the leader in the 
Sept. 11 attacks, met with an Iraqi intelligence official in Prague." Havel 
did this quietly "to avoid embarrassing" the other Czech officials who had 
previously given credibility to the story. "Today, other Czech officials say 
they have no evidence that Mr. Atta was even in the country in April 2001," 
the Times reported.52

Despite the lack of any credible evidence that the Atta-Iraq meeting 
ever occurred, Bush administration officials continued to promote the 
rumor, playing a delicate game of not-quite-lying insinuations. In February 
2002, for example, San Francisco Chronicle reporter Robert Collier 
interviewed Deputy Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz, a leading advocate 
of war with Iraq. "Have you seen any convincing evidence to link Iraq to Al 
Qaeda or its international network?" Collier asked. 

"A lot of this stuff is classified and I really can't get into discussing it," 
Wolfowitz said, adding, "We also know that there are things that haven't 
been explained . . . like the meeting of Mohammed Atta with Iraqi officials 
in Prague. It just comes back to the fact that—" 

"Which now is alleged, right?" Collier said. "There is some doubt to 
that?" 

"Now this gets you into classified areas again," Wolfowitz replied. "I 
think the point, which I do think is fundamental, is that, the premise of your 
question seems to be, we wait for proof beyond a reasonable doubt. I 
think the premise of a policy has to be, we can't afford to wait for proof 
beyond a reasonable doubt."53

Wolfowitz's performance typifies the administration's handling of the 
Atta-in-Prague story. Using vague references to "classified" information, 
he avoided specifics, while dismissing requests for actual proof as the 
bureaucratic concern of overly legalistic pencil-pushers. The pattern 
continued throughout a variety of subsequent pronouncements: 

 
*     In May 2002, William Safire, the conservative New York Times 

columnist and Iraq War hawk, cited an unnamed "senior Bush 
administration official" who told him, "You cannot say the Czech report 
about a meeting in 2001 between Atta and the Iraqi is discredited or 
disproven in any way. The Czechs stand by it and we're still in the process 
of pursuing it and sorting out the timing and venue." 

*     In July 2002, Donald Rumsfeld told a news conference that Iraq 
had "a relationship" with Al Qaeda but declined to be more specific.54 The 
following month, the Las Angeles Times reported an interview with yet 
another unnamed "senior Bush administration official" who said that evi-
dence of an Atta meeting in Prague "holds up," adding, "We're going to 
talk more about this case."55

*     In September 2002, defense department adviser Richard Perle 
was quoted in an Italian business publication as saying that Atta met 
personally with Saddam Hussein himself. "Mohammed Atta met Saddam 
Hussein in Baghdad prior to September 11," Perle said. "We have proof of 



that, and we are sure he wasn't just there for a holiday."56 (Since then, 
nothing whatsoever has been heard about the alleged "proof.") 

* On September 8, 2002, Vice President Dick Cheney was 
interviewed on Meet the Press. "There has been reporting," he said, "that 
suggests that there have been a number of contacts over the years. We've 
seen in connection with the hijackers, of course, Mohammed Atta, who 
was the lead hijacker, did apparently travel to Prague on a number of oc-
casions. And on at least one occasion, we have reporting that places him 
in Prague with a senior Iraqi intelligence official a few months before the 
attack on the World Trade Center."57

* "We know that Iraq and the Al Qaeda terrorist network share a 
common enemy," Bush himself said in an October 7, 2002, speech to the 
nation. In the same speech, he also mentioned "one very senior al Qaeda 
leader who received medical treatment in Baghdad this year." However, 
he did not mention that the terrorist in question, Abu Musab Zarqawi, was 
no longer in Iraq and that there was no hard evidence Hussein's 
government knew he was there or had contact with him. At an election 
campaign rally a week later, Bush said that Saddam was "a man who, in 
my judgment, would like to use Al Qaeda as a forward army."58 

 

Like Nayirah's babies-from-incubators story, the Atta-in-Prague story 
acquired solidity in the minds of the public through sheer repetition. Each 
new whisper from a Bush team insider yielded a fresh harvest of 
newspaper editorials, I-told-you-so's and speculation on the Internet. 
Simply by mentioning Iraq and Al Qaeda together in the same sentence, 
over and over, the message got through. Where there is smoke, people 
were led to believe, there must be fire. But actually, there was only smoke. 

 
Term Paper Time 
 
The attempt to fabricate evidence of Iraq links to Al Qaeda lay at the 

heart of a scandal in England in February 2003, following the disclosure 
that much of the British government's published dossier on Iraq was 
actually plagiarized. Touted as an analysis by the British MI-6 spy agency, 
the British dossier, titled "Iraq—Its Infrastructure of Concealment, 
Deception and Intimidation,"59 was cited as evidence against Iraq by U.S. 
secretary of state Colin Powell in his February 5 address to the U.N. 
Security Council. "I would call my colleagues' attention to the fine paper 
that the United Kingdom distributed . . . which describes in exquisite detail 
Iraqi deception activities," Powell said.60 Upon reading the document, 
however, Cambridge University professor Glen Rangwala "found it quite 
startling when I realized that I'd read most of it before" in the Middle East 
Review of International Affairs, a publication that is also distributed on the 
Internet. Further investigation revealed that the bulk of the 19-page British 
dossier (pages 6 through 16) had actually been lifted from a paper titled 
"Iraq's Security and Intelligence Network: A Guide and Analysis,"61 written 
by Dr. Ibrahim al-Marashi, a post-graduate student living in California.62 
The dossier had actually not been produced by MI-6 but by junior aides to 
Alastair Campbell, the chief press secretary for British prime minister Tony 
Blair.6' Confronted by al-Marashi's paper, embarrassed aides admitted that 
in their rush to cobble together a report, they had cut and pasted his 
material without permission or attribution, right down to his typographical 
errors.64 Far from being an up-to-date analysis, al-Marashi's thesis was 



based mostly on Iraqi documents from 1991 or earlier—information that 
was more than a decade old. Further scrutiny found that other parts of the 
British dossier were lifted from Jane's Intelligence Review, part of the 
Jane's series of trade publications for soldiers and military contractors. 
One of the Jane's articles had been written by Ken Cause. Two others 
were by Scan Boyne, an analyst opposed to war with Iraq.65

The dossier was "obviously part of the Prime Minister's propaganda 
campaign," said Charles Heyman, editor of Jane's World Armies. "The 
intelligence services were not involved — I've had two people phoning me 
today to say, 'Look, we had nothing to do with it.'"66

"When the scandal broke in the UK media, the Blair administration 
appeared incompetent at best and, at worst, dishonest," observed Jane's 
Intelligence Digest. "In fact, much of the data contained in the report is 
reliable and accurate. Dr. Ibrahim al-Marashi, Scan Boyne and Ken Cause 
— authors whose previously published material in the Middle East Review 
of International Affairs and Jane's Intelligence Review was copied into the 
British Iraq dossier—are all well-respected analysts in their respective 
fields. More controversial, however, are passages that have been 
rewritten or interpolated into this material to strengthen the allegation 
being made by the USA and the UK that Iraq has been actively supporting 
international terrorism.67 

There is a reason why Tony Blair's spin doctors avoided using their 
own spy agency to produce the report. Actually, MI6 analysts disagreed 
with Blair's public position, and they made this clear by leaking an official 
British intelligence report to BBC on the day that Colin Powell gave his 
speech to the United Nations. The leaked MI6 report explicitly contradicted 
the government's public position. It stated that there were no known links 
between Iraq and the Al Qaeda network, because Osama bin Laden's 
"aims are in ideological conflict with present day Iraq."68

During Powell's speech, he also described a compound in 
northeastern Iraq, run by the Islamic terrorist group Ansar al-Islam, as a 
"terrorist chemicals and poisons factory." When reporter Luke Harding of 
the Observer, a British daily, visited the site three days later, however, he 
reported finding "nothing of the kind." Describing the site as a "shabby 
military compound at the foot of a large snow-covered mountain," Harding 
said that it was "a dilapidated collection of concrete outbuildings at the foot 
of a grassy sloping hill. Behind the barbed wire, and a courtyard strewn 
with broken rocket parts, are a few empty concrete houses. There is a 
bakery. There is no sign of chemical weapons anywhere —only the smell 
of paraffin and vegetable ghee used for cooking." Harding added that the 
people of the town of Khurmal, located about five kilometers away from 
the compound, were fearful of an American military strike once the war 
began, "since Mr. Powell gave their town's name to the alleged chemical 
weapons site."69 And in fact, Khurmal was bombed by U.S. cruise missiles 
on the first weekend after the war with Iraq began, killing 45 villagers.70

 
Patterns of Global Terrorism 
 
The State Department's annual "Patterns of Global Terrorism" report, 

issued in May 2002, makes interesting reading in contrast to the Bush 
administration's claim that Iraq was the leading world terrorist threat. 

According to "Patterns of Global Terrorism," Iraq's role as a state 
sponsor of terrorism consisted of being "the only Arab-Muslim country that 



did not condemn the September 11 attacks against the United States."71 
Also, Iraq provided safe haven to a number of Palestinian organizations 
involved with the intifada, such as the Popular Front for the Liberation of 
Palestine (PFLP). Other terrorist groups that Iraq was reported to support 
included the Kurdish Workers Party (PKK) and the Mujahedin-e-Khalq 
(MEK). In both of these cases, the terrorist link requires some 
qualification. The PKK, a Marxist political party that supports Kurdish 
separatism in Turkey, publicly abandoned armed struggle in 1999.72 The 
MEK is an armed guerrilla force that has been trying to overthrow the 
government of Iran. In all of these cases, Iraqi support for these groups 
reflects rivalries with its next-door neighbors and does not differ 
substantially from the type of support for terrorist groups that other 
governments practice in the region. According to "Patterns of Global 
Terrorism," in fact, it was Iran, not Iraq, that "remained the most active 
state sponsor of terrorism in 2001" —a title that Iran has held for several 
years running. But if that's the case, why such a rush to go to war with 
Iraq? 

Even the State Department report was heavily influenced by spin. 
While condemning terrorism by Iran, Iraq and other longtime U.S. 
adversaries, "Patterns of Global Terrorism" praises allies such as Saudi 
Arabia, which it says have "played strong roles in the International 
Coalition against terrorism. In addition to condemning the September 11 
attacks publicly, these governments took positive steps to halt the flow of 
terrorism financing and, in some cases, authorized basing and/or over-
flight provisions. In several cases, they did so despite popular disquiet 
over their governments' military support for Operation Enduring Freedom." 
Beneath a photograph of U.S. secretary of state Colin Powell shaking 
hands with Saudi Crown Prince Abdullah, the report acknowledges that 
laws against solicitation of funds for terrorists "were not scrupulously 
enforced in the past," but says that the Saudis have "agreed to cooperate 
with U.S. investigators."75

The irony in all this, of course, is that 15 of the 19 hijackers who flew 
the planes on September 11 were Saudi citizens, and links between the 
Saudi regime and Al Qaeda are much easier to draw than links between 
Iraq and Al Qaeda. Osama bin Laden and his terror network belong to a 
specific Muslim doctrinal school, Wahhabi fundamentalism, which is much 
more ideologically severe than the religion practiced by most Muslims 
throughout the world and which certainly differs from the largely secular 
ideology of Saddam Hussein's Ba'ath Party. However, Wahhabi provides 
the religious and ideological underpinnings of the absolute monarchy that 
rules Saudi Arabia with an iron fist. Human rights groups such as Amnesty 
International have pointed to the country's numerous cases of arbitrary 
arrest, prolonged detention and physical abuse of prisoners, which 
security forces commit with the acquiescence of the government.74 In 
addition, the government prohibits or restricts freedom of speech, the 
press, assembly, association and religion. Partly as a release valve for 
domestic dissatisfaction with the oppressive nature of the Saudi regime, 
the monarchy tolerates and even encourages anti-Semitism and America-
bashing that scapegoats Israel and the United States for all the problems 
of the region.75

"It is worth stating clearly and unambiguously what official U.S. 
government spokespersons have not," stated "Terrorist Financing," an 
October 2002 report sponsored by the Council on Foreign Relations. "For 



years, individuals and charities based in Saudi Arabia have been the most 
important source of funds for Al Qaeda, and for years the Saudi officials 
have turned a blind eye to this problem. This is hardly surprising since 
Saudi Arabia possesses the greatest concentration of wealth in the region; 
Saudi nationals and charities were previously the most important sources 
of funds for the mujahideen [Islamic fundamentalists who fought the Soviet 
occupation of Afghanistan]; Saudi nationals have always constituted a 
disproportionate percentage of Al Qaeda's own membership; and Al 
Qaeda's political message has long focused on issues of particular 
interest to Saudi nationals, especially those who are disenchanted with 
their own government."76

In fact, it appears that some of those Saudi officials did more than 
merely turn a blind eye. In November 2002, the FBI investigated charitable 
payments by Haifa Al-Faisal, the wife of the Saudi ambassador to the 
United States, Prince Bandar bin Sultan. Beginning in early 2000, $3,500 
a month flowed from Al-Faisal to two Saudi students in the United States 
who provided assistance to some of the 9/11 hijackers. One of the stu-
dents who received the money threw a welcoming party for the hijackers 
upon their arrival in San Diego, paid their rent and guaranteed their lease 
on an apartment next door to his own. The other student, a known Al 
Qaeda sympathizer, also befriended the hijackers prior to their awful deed. 
At a party after the attacks, he "celebrated the heroes of September 11," 
openly talking about "what a wonderful, glorious day it had been."77

Princess Haifa did not send money directly to the hijackers, and there 
is no evidence that she had any prior knowledge of their plans. 
Nevertheless, the Bush administration's willingness to accept her 
explanations at face value contrasts strikingly with the enthusiasm with 
which the Bush administration pursued every slim thread that might 
connect Iraq to Al Qaeda. It handled the news about Haifa Al-Faisal's 
payments by urging people not to jump to conclusions. White House 
spokesman Ari Fleischer responded to the news by saying, "Saudi Arabia 
is a good partner in the war against terrorism but can do more."78

 
The Search for the Real Killers 
 
Several investigators — including Joel Mowbray of the conservative 

National Review,79 leftist BBC reporter Greg Palast,80 and an investigative 
team at the Boston Herald81—have found evidence of links between 
prominent Saudis and the financing of Al Qaeda.  Matthew Levitt, a senior 
fellow in terrorism studies at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy, 
says that much of Al Qaeda's funding has come through charities "closely 
linked to the Saudi government and royal family," including the Al-
Haramain Islamic Foundation, Benevolence International Foundation, 
International Islamic Relief Organization, Muslim World League, Rabita 
Trust, and World Assembly of Muslim Youth.82  A Canadian intelligence 
assessment prepared on July 25, 2002, reported that individuals in Saudi 
Arabia "were donating 1 to 2 million a month through mosques and other 
fundraising avenues."83 In August 2002, 600 family members of people 
who died on September 11, calling themselves "9/11 Families United to 
Bankrupt Terrorism," launched a $1 trillion lawsuit against parties that they 
allege have helped finance international terrorism. By March 2003, more 
than 3,100 plaintiffs had joined the lawsuit, whose list of terrorist financiers 
includes seven international banks, eight Islamic charities, several 



members of the Saudi Royal Family and the government of Sudan.84 But 
class-action lawyer Ron Motley, the lead attorney in the case, said that the 
Bush administration was providing no help. After three meetings with State 
Department officials, he said, "we received zero pieces of paper and zero 
help."85 

Saudi cooperation in the post-9/11 investigations was also lackluster. 
The Boston Herald reported in December 2001 that although terrorism 
suspects had been arrested in more than 40 countries following 
September 11, none had been announced in Saudi Arabia. The Saudis 
also balked at freezing the assets of organizations linked to bin Laden and 
international terrorism. The U.S. barely whispered about this lack of 
cooperation, for fear of disrupting what Herald reporters Jonathan Wells, 
Jack Meyers and Maggie Mulvihill described as "an extraordinary array of 
U.S.-Saudi business ventures which, taken together, are worth tens of 
billions of dollars."86 They cited examples of top Bush officials who have 
"cashed in on [the] Saudi gravy train," including the following: 

 
*     Vice President Dick Cheney's old company, Halliburton, has done 

more than $174 million in business developing oil fields and other projects 
for the Saudis. 

*     National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice is a former longtime- 
member of the board of directors of Chevron, which does extensive 
business with the Saudis. Rice even has a Chevron oil tanker named after 
her. 

*     The president's father, George H. W. Bush, works as a senior 
adviser to the Carlyle Group, which has financial interests in U.S. defense 
firms hired by the Saudis to equip and train their military.87

 
"It's good old-fashioned I’ll scratch your back, you scratch mine.' You 

have former U.S. officials, former presidents, aides to the current 
president, a long line of people who are tight with the Saudis, people who 
are the pillars of American society and officialdom," said Charles Lewis of 
the Center for Public Integrity. "No one wants to alienate the Saudis, and 
we are willing to basically ignore inconvenient truths that might otherwise 
cause our blood to boil. We basically look away."88

The administration's ties to the Saudis through the Carlyle Group are 
especially intricate. Carlyle, an investment equity firm, is America's 
eleventh largest military contractor and one of the biggest "old boys 
networks" in the modern business world, bringing together high-powered 
former politicians with Saudi financial moguls and other major investors. 
The chairman of the Carlyle Group is Frank C. Carlucci, a former 
secretary of defense under Ronald Reagan and old college classmate of 
current defense secretary Donald Rumsfeld. Carlyle's other employees 
include a roster of former top-level government officials from the United 
States and other countries, including former British prime minister John 
Major, former U.S. secretary of state James A. Baker III, and former White 
House budget director Dick Darman. The former politicians work as 
rainmakers, using their reputations and contacts to help grease the wheels 
for weapons contracts and other high-stakes insider deals. "The revolving 
door has long been a fact of life in Washington, but Carlyle has given it a 
new spin," reported Fortune magazine in March 2002. "Instead of toiling 
away for a trade organization or consulting firm for a measly $250,000 a 
year, former government officials can rake in serious cash by getting 



equity cuts on corporate deals. Several of the onetime government 
officials who have hooked up with Carlyle — Carlucci, Baker, and Darman, 
in particular—have made millions."89

On March 5, 2001, Leslie Wayne of the New York Times reported that 
the elder George Bush had taken time off from campaigning for his son's 
presidential election "to call on Crown Prince Abdullah of Saudi Arabia at a 
luxurious desert compound outside Riyadh to talk about American-Saudi 
business affairs. Mr. Bush went as an ambassador of sorts, but not for his 
government. . . . Traveling with the fanfare of dignitaries, Mr. Bush and 
[former secretary of state James A. Baker III] were using their extensive 
government contacts to further their business interests as representatives 
of the Carlyle Group, a $12 billion private equity firm based in Washington 
that has parlayed a roster of former top-level government officials, largely 
from the Bush and Reagan administrations, into a moneymaking 
machine." Wayne noted that Bush Sr. was receiving $80,000 to $100,000 
per speech for his activities on behalf of Carlyle and that the company had 
also helped Bush Jr. in 1990 by putting him on the board of a Carlyle 
subsidiary, Caterair, an airline-catering company.90

The strange bedfellows at Carlyle's slumber party included family 
members of Osama bin Laden, several of whom were in the United States 
doing business on the day of the September 11 attacks. Although the 
family has disowned him and publicly condemns his terrorist activities, the 
family's $2 million investment in Carlyle raised eyebrows. At the request of 
other shareholders, the bin Ladens sold their stake in Carlyle immediately 
after 9/11.91 To handle PR aspects of the controversy regarding its links to 
the bin Ladens, the Carlyle Group hired Chris Ullman, a former official with 
the U.S. Office of Management and Budget, as its vice president for 
corporate communications.92 The bin Ladens (who now spell their last 
name Binladin to differentiate themselves from Osama) went shopping for 
a public relations firm of their own, approaching Steven Goldstein and his 
PR firm, Attention America. Goldstein, who is Jewish and pro-Israel, came 
to the conclusion that he was approached in part because of his religious 
and political stance.93 He turned them down, and the Binladins turned 
instead to the public relations firms of Hullin Metz & Co.94 and WMC 
Communications, headed by former Hill & Knowlton chairman David 
Wynne-Morgan. "We have checked them out and they have no links with 
terrorism," Wynne-Morgan said.95

The Saudi monarchy also turned to public relations firms for 
assistance following September 11. Three days after the 9/11 attacks, the 
PR giant Burson-Marsteller signed an agreement to provide "issues 
counseling and crisis management" for the Kingdom and to place ads in 
the New York Times expressing Saudi support for the U.S. in its time of 
crisis.96 In November, it began paying $200,000 per month to another PR 
firm, Qorvis Communications, and its affiliate, Patton Boggs. During the 
last nine months of 2002 alone, reported O'Dwyer's PR Daily, Qorvis 
received $20.2 million from the Kingdom. "That amount exceeds the 
previous record $14.2 million that the Citizens for a Free Kuwait front 
group spent at Hill & Knowlton during a six-month period in 1990-'91 to 
build support for the Persian Gulf War," O'Dwyer's reported. Qorvis helped 
the Saudis set up their own front group, called the Alliance for Peace and 
Justice, described in the PR firm's government filing as an American 
organization concerned about the Middle East process. Qorvis arranged 
media interviews for Saudi representatives with media figures including 



Ted Koppel, Bill Plant, Paula Zahn, Andrea Mitchell, Aaron Brown, Chris 
Matthews and Bill O'Reilly."97

Hill & Knowlton also courted the Saudis, with H&K account manager 
Jim Cox giving an obsequious interview to Arab News, a publication 
owned by members of the monarchy. Described as "forthright and straight 
talking" by Arab News, Cox explained that "Saudi Arabia has a cadre of 
friends who know, respect and value it in terms of business relationships 
and the culture of the Kingdom. The trouble is that cadre is very small. It's 
a real industry-based group, limited to those who have had business 
contacts with the Kingdom." Due to the fact that the majority of the 9/11 
hijackers were Saudis, Cox said, the Kingdom had "this huge hurdle of 
disbelief to overcome." But who's to blame? "It's not the Saudis, it's not the 
government, and it's not anybody else in particular. It's simply the world 
we live in."98 Hill & Knowlton signed deals in excess of $77,000 per month 
with state-owned companies including Saudi Basic Industries and Saudi 
Aramco, the world's largest oil company.99 Another PR firm, the Gallagher 
Group, headed by Republican policy analyst Jamie Gallagher, signed a 
$300,000, one-year deal in early 2003 to assist Qorvis Communications in 
its PR work for the Kingdom. 10° 

Patton Boggs, a Qorvis affiliate, distributed documents to journalists 
and members of Congress portraying the Saudis as partners in the war on 
terror and victims themselves of terrorism.101 One document addressed 
"hot button" issues such as "Saudi Support for Osama bin Laden," 
"Alleged Saudi Funding for Terrorism," "Saudi Freezing of Assets," "Saudi 
Education System and Anti-Americanism," "Saudi Arabia and Suicide 
Bombers," and "Stability in Saudi Arabia."102 For the most part, however, 
the document stayed away from specifics on each of those points, 
preferring instead to rely on statements of endorsement for the Kingdom 
from U.S. officials including George W. Bush, Donald Rumsfeld, Pentagon 
spokesperson Torie Clarke, State Department spokesperson Richard 
Boucher, Colin Powell, White House press secretary Ari Fleischer and 
General Tommy Franks.103

Sometimes the Saudis were their own worst enemies in the PR war. In 
December 2001, for example, the Saudi defense minister drew criticism 
when he publicly accused the "Zionist and Jewish lobby" of orchestrating a 
"media blitz" against the desert kingdom.104

Just as American propaganda has limited impact in the Middle East, 
the Saudi PR blitz fell on mostly deaf ears in the United States. Millions of 
Saudi dollars went into TV and print ads positioning Saudi Arabia as a 
trusted ally of the U.S. and a partner in the war on terror.105 "The ads are 
signed 'The People of Saudi Arabia,' but that's a lie," commented 
Advertising Age columnist Bob Garfield. "And so is the premise. For 
decades, the U.S. relationship with Saudi Arabia and other so-called 
'moderate' Arab states has been a deal with the devil. We sponsor their 
corrupt, repressive, authoritarian regimes with cash and weaponry. They 
sell us oil. Such unholy alliances, dictated by Cold War realpolitik, were 
bound to create backlash, and so they have, in the 1979 Iranian revolution 
and decades of state-sponsored terrorism. In Saudi Arabia and Egypt, 
meanwhile, we have continued to deal with the devils we know rather than 
risk the Pandora's Box of popular Islamism. The results: A Saudi regime 
that pays protection money to radical fundamentalists by underwriting 
hate-spewing madrassas around the Muslim world, spreading the virus of 



radical Islam while inoculating itself from revolutionary threats within its 
kingdom."106  

Although most of the flacks on retainer to the Saudis had Republican 
connections, some of the most scathing critics of the Kingdom were 
conservatives like Wall Street Journal columnist William McGurn and 
Congressman Dan Burton (R-Indiana), who held hearings in October 2002 
on charges that American children born of mixed U.S./Saudi parents have 
been kidnapped to the Kingdom and held there. There are "hundreds of 
such cases," Burton said, adding that the U.S. State Department had done 
nothing to pressure the Kingdom to return American children held there 
against their will.  U.S. reluctance to address the kidnapping matter made 
Burton wonder whether "we have the resolve to deal with Saudi Arabia on 
other issues, ranging from funding for terrorists to cooperation in the effort 
against Iraq."107

Qorvis helped the Saudis handle fallout from the charges, prompting 
Burton to subpoena the PR firm's records. When the Saudis claimed that 
this would violate diplomatic privileges under the Vienna Convention, 
Burton responded with a scathing letter, stating that the convention "has 
no application to American citizens who choose to sell their services as 
public relations/lobbying mouthpieces for foreign interests. To the con-
trary, the Foreign Agents Registration Act, which was enacted by 
Congress in 1937, makes clear that the activities of such 'propagandists,' 
including the documents they generate, are to be subject to the 'spotlight 
of pitiless publicity' so that the American people may be fully informed of 
both the identity of the propagandists and the nature of the activities they 
undertake on behalf of their foreign masters."108

Even within Qorvis, the Saudi account seemed to stir concern. In 
December 2002, three of the company's founders quit to form their own 
PR firm. "Associates say their departure reflects a deep discomfort in 
representing the government of Saudi Arabia against accusations that 
Saudi leaders have turned a blind eye to terrorism," the New York Times 
reported on December 6, 2002. "Friends and associates, speaking on 
condition of anonymity, said the departures had been prompted largely by 
growing evidence of ties between prominent Saudis and the financing of 
the terrorism network Al Qaeda."109 

 
  
 
 


